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from the circular curve outward to every corresponding
point in the cqual distance C M, are equal in magnitude
and distribution, and :. D M is equal to Mf P and half of
D P' (Fig. 13). Hence the offset or shift D P (= 0), and
the transition curve A M C bisect each other at M.

(3) The offîsets froni a tangent to a circular curve vary
asthe square ofthe distance froni the tangent point (nearly),
or to formulate it 0 varies as lg

2 D.
Whiere 0 offset from tangent,

il distance of the offset froni the tangent point,
D =degrce of curve,

but by our definition of a transition curve the degree of
curve at any instant also varies as il. Therefore in a tran-
sition curve of this nature 0 varies as il 2 x Il = Il 3 . .. (12),

and also, by paragraph (2). If we have a given offset from
tangent to circular curve at D =D P (= O), then the off-
set to the transition curve at a distance in froni A is

eqlual to (-'2.where Il= length of transition = A M

=M C. And, in the samne way, measuring back froni C
along the curve toward P at any distance, in the offset out-
wvard from the circular curve to the transition curve=

(JjO......... ......................................... (13)
The equation to the cubic parabola can now be
established in ternis of the offset O and j length Il.

let y= C x3 , but when y ;= ,= th erefore C = 0 x

and . za ........ ................

(4) because by equation (12) offsets to a transition curve
vary as cube of distance Irom origin, therefore in Fig. (13)

CC'=8 x D3M=4O,antitherefoe GC -30.... (IS)

Now, for very sînali angles, G C= P C x Sin X
2

(nearly), and P C = 2 X 1 C x Sin x <nearly), therefore by

substitution we get

G C= 3 0=21C X Sin2 A (nearly)but IC=~ 7 -3 (D

degree of Ouv) ad: = 3820 x Sin2 XI and
Er- 2

Sin 382 .o16i8VO x 1) ............... (16)

froni ihich wve can get X, having 0 and D; or otherwise,
x x

since il = 5- (evidently), and for small angles Sm 7 -

.0087 X (in degrees).
:substituting in (16), we get

x .0068 D =186 Vox 1................ (17)

and n 4 length of transition ==.86 li--
D

1.86................... ........... ............. .(18)

This can also be put in the approximate forni,

11R .. .. .. ... .............................. .

Where R = radius of the curve.
Equations (12) to (x9)give such relations between X,uz,

n) and D as will enable any Iength of transition curve to
lie pur in for any degree, of curve.

(e.g.) Let D = 00 curve, and O = io feet.

Substituting in (18) wve get, nl = 186 feet, or the tran-
-Iti0fl iS 21J = 372 feut, which is somewhat longer than is
needed.

(c.g.> Let X = 5 and D io 0 curve.

Then, 0 = (. 8 6 2x io=6 .5 feet, andn I = 1oox z.8býJ0 5

i 50 feet, which latter could have been determined directly.
O 6.5

Aiso - = - =3.25 feet, and any other offset wvilI vary as

cube of distance froni A ; that at the quarter points being,
for instance, (4)3 x3.25 = .41 feet.

A most usual length of transition ib 30 feet perj degree
of curve, which permits of the super elevation being
lowvered at Jr inch Per 30 feet = i rail length, wvhicli is a
most usual amount.

Nowv, although these equations enable us to put in
transitirns by offsets, 'if we have for instance, the tangents
already in place, and can move the main curves inwvard
bodily so as to permit the requisite "Ishift " O, which is
very useful if, on construction, the rigid curves and tan-
gents are found already in place, and offsetting is the
quickest method to use-stili, we also wvisli to be able to
put in transitions as a regular part of location, and not as
an afterthought, and to do so it is necessaty to determine
methods of locating such curves by transit deflections
froni the beginning, end, or intermiediate points.

Any small angular deflection froni a meridian to, any
offset

point varies as dilst-anc or in other words the natural

tangent of any small angle is its circular ineasure.
Now referring to equ ltion (12) and Fig. (13) any off-

set froni the tangent A C to, the transition curve varies as
the cube of the distance from A.

:angular deflections to the transition curve from

tangent A C, using A- as origin, vary asstc -

asdistance)3

(stance= (distance)2........................ ..... (20)

Also in Fig. (13)~- G PC 3 0

(evidently)

X = 6 x-0but the angle CIAC = x»

2 XO0

-the angle C'A C x 6 0 X ... (21)
3 n 3

Equations (2o) and (21) enable us to determine any
deflections to the transition curve froni the point A ; (c.g.)
let a ioQ curve have a transition curve 300 feet long

thnX L 300 x 1I=10
thn )ff 2 Io

-by (21) the angle Ci A C =50 = 3001 '= deflection
froni tangent at A to the end of the transition, and by
equation (-20) the defiections to each 30/ intertuediate point
are:

Ist 30 ft. Point (ne.) ~,3<

2nd 3 x 3 0 0 ' 122

3 rd " -900 x 3001 27'

4 th ( 120 ) 2 x 300'- 48'

etc., etc., etc., etc.

This serie-q of deflections from the origin A, continued as
far as necessary, may be called a foundu Lion .scrics, and is
the basis of ail deflections forward or backward froni any
point. We must nowv, in order to, fix on intermediate de-
flections, with the t. ansit also at some intermediate point,
look on a transition curve, thus: (See Fig. z5). Suppose
it to be stopped at i, then it is a traxsitiori çtirve tg a 1


